Video stabilization is an important image enhancement widely used in surveillance systems in order to improve recognition performance. Most previous methods calculate inter-frame homography to estimate global motion. These methods are relatively slow and suffer from significant depth variations or multiple moving objects. In this paper, we propose a fast and practical approach for video stabilization that selects the most reliable key frame as a reference frame to a current frame. We use optical flow to estimate global motion within an adaptively selected region of interest in static camera environments. Optimal global motion is found by probabilistic voting in the space of optical flow. Experiments show that our method can perform real-time video stabilization validated by stabilized images and remarkable reduction of mean color difference between stabilized frames.

1. Introduction

Video enhancement has been widely used in importance with the increasing needs of digital media from various areas. The primary purpose of video stabilization is on eliminating unwanted shaky or annoying motion from camera effectively. Even though most surveillance cameras are installed with hardware stabilizer, they are still suffering from unexpected weather conditions (wind/rain). On condition above, video stabilization makes an important role in getting higher success rate of object detection and trace.

In general, video stabilization methods follow a three-step framework: motion estimation, motion compensation (called motion smoothing or motion filtering) and image composition[1]. Motion estimation calculates interframe motion between consecutive frames[2][5] which decrease high-frequency component and computes global transformation to generate a stabilized frame. Finally image composition warps the current frame according to the global transformation and generates the stabilized image sequence. Video stabilization involves motion compensation and it produces missing image area due to the unintended motion. Therefore, image composition can optionally have inpainting and deburring [3] to improve the quality of stabilized image sequence.

Most previous image stabilization methods made assumptions on motion model to estimate global motion. Planar homography model is popular due to its robustness compared to optical flow model but it still has restriction on the scene which contain multiple moving objects or great depth variation.

In this paper, we propose an efficient video stabilization method which aims to generating real-time stabilized video sequence with good visual quality in large area surveillance system which used static camera. We assume that camera angle is not changed frequently so that we can choose key frame as reference and global motion is reasonably small. It enables us to set the motion model as X and Y axis translation to attain real-time stabilization. Once key frame is obtained, we adaptively select feature extraction region and then estimate global motion from the selected region by probabilistic voting. After estimating global motion, motion compensated video sequence is generated.

2. Proposed Approach

In this paper, we propose stabilization method for real-time stabilization with visually good quality. First, we can set the key frame $D_k$ as reference to current frame to estimate the global motion without calculating interframe transformation or summation of pixel value. In order to select key frame with low computational cost, we define a measure $P_k$ average distance from each feature
to the center of a frame that describes distribution of features.

\[ D_k = \text{arg}_{x} \min \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} |P_i - P_{n_i}| \right) \quad (1) \]

If the average distance \( P_k \) from \( N \) frame is calculated, the frame with the smallest SAD (sum of absolute difference) would be chosen as key frame compared to the neighboring frame. By denoting average distance of a frame by \( P_k \), key frame, \( D_k \) is defined by

After selecting key frame, the next step is to adaptively select feature extraction region based on feature distribution. Computational cost can be reduced by minimizing feature extraction region. In Fig.2 features are extracted by using Harris corner detector[4] and classified by k-means clustering. K-means clustering algorithm which shows fast and good classification performance can be fitted on real-time performance. Features are clustered as major and minor cluster and then pre-inspection region starts to expand from the cluster center until it covers whole major cluster features. Fig.3 shows that inspection region (white rectangle) is made enough to cover the trace of pre-inspection region (blue rectangle) after its expansion for user defined frame time \( f_1 \). After expansion of inspection region, we test stability of the inspection region. We calculate the ratio between the number of major features from previous and current frame for user defined frame time \( f_2 \). If stability check is fine, inspection region starts to shrink until it reaches to certain range from pre-inspection region. If stability check fails, inspection region become frame size. Fig.3 shows that feature extraction region is changed according to the algorithm above.

Next step is to estimate global motion based on the features on the inspection region. We used KLT feature tracker to find feature motion[6][7]. Fig.4 shows histogram of horizontal and vertical disparity of a frame. Global motion is selected in probabilistic voting from each histogram then motion compensated video sequence is generated based on global motion.

3. Experiment Result

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we have captured 4 video clips (Sony MHS-FS1, 640 x 480 resolutions, 3 minutes each) to consider different types of scene. We measure mean color difference of initial 400 frames.
Fig. 5 shows that stabilization result using of proposed method compared with original frames and stabilized frames. Most previous methods used affine motion model to estimate global motion that can consider scale and rotation variation. However, these methods are relatively slow due to pixel interpolation. In order to attain real-time performance, we assume simple translation motion model that approximate the conventional affine motion mode based on these observations. First, rolling motion of camera is rarely occurred. Second, scenes are far from the camera. Even though we used simplest motion model, resulting videos are visually well aligned compared to key frame. Quantitative evaluation of the quality of resulting video is described in Fig. 6 and Table 1. We measures mean color difference between before and after stabilization. By denoting kth pixel from frame IS \( I_k \), \( s_k \), mean color difference \( M \) defined by

\[
M = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N} \sqrt{\frac{1}{3} (R_{i_k} - R_{s_k})^2 + (G_{i_k} - G_{s_k})^2 + (B_{i_k} - B_{s_k})^2}
\]

\( k = \{ x | 1 < x < N \}, N = \text{total element of a frame} \)

Even though global motion compensation is almost similar to key frame, most mean color difference in stabilized frame is still located around 25 due to the model approximation and noise. However, resulting measures in stabilized frame are generally 30% lower compared to unstabilized case. In the case of consecutive stabilized frames, it shows smaller mean color difference compared to previous case due to small global motion difference between frames. The proposed method shows quantitatively good performance compared to unstabilized case.
TABLE 1 : Comparison with the unstabilized case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Mean color difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>key frame vs current frame</td>
<td>36.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>key frame vs stabilized frame</td>
<td>26.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current frame vs previous frame</td>
<td>29.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current stabilized frame vs previous stabilized frame</td>
<td>24.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

We propose video stabilization method based on key frame selection and adaptive region selection of feature extraction. Frame that has smallest summation of absolute difference from the center is selected as key frame and feature extraction region is adaptively assigned according to the distribution of features. Global motion is estimated based the features from selected region then motion compensated video sequence is generated. We can achieve real-time performance by using proposed method.
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